
Dun Laoighaire 70.3 2018 Race report – Stephen Smyth

I should start by saying I suffered.

I suffered a lot.

But I would do it all again.

The Build-up

Three years ago, after hanging out on 3D Corner™ for Dublin 70.3, I got a notion. I got the notion that I 
should do a Half. I get notions all the time but this one seemed to stick. So I set myself the goal of doing a 
70.3 in either 2017 or at the latest 2018. I was never a fan of distance or hills but I figured I could just power
through. The  bike course was mostly flat, what hills there were in Meath I could manage and I knew 
Phoenix Park like the back of my hand

2017 didnt really go my way training-wise and I didnt want to do it half-assed so 2018 it was. The decision 
was made. No problem. Just power through.

Then they changed the bike course

Just powering through wasnt going to cut it. I was going to have to climb hills. Lots of them. Steep ones too.

So a mate sent me a training plan and I got stuck in. One of the things that made a huge difference to my 
training was that for running and cycling the plan only spoke in terms of effort level and time. Never pace, 
or speed or distance. Focusing on this I found the distance creeping up steadily without any appreciable 
discomfort. I even started to look forward to my long runs!

So I stuck to the plan and the months went by. With about 7 weeks to go I tweaked my calf. Nothing too 
serious but enough that interval sessions were out and there was a break of a few weeks from running in 
general. With two weeks to go I was bulding up the distance again and things were looking good.

However, as we all know, the race gods are cruel. While swimming in to Sandycove after finishing the Club 
Recce swim,I was visited by the single worst calf cramp I have ever had. I mean,  it was still sore to walk on
5 days later. A trip to the physio assured me I hadn't torn anything but it was just a really, really,  really bad 
cramp. With plenty of rest and stretching I would be able to run on the day. Or so I hoped

The Day
Having prepared a very comprehensive checklist I arrived in Dun Laoighaire at stupid o'clock confident that 
everything was set up correctly. So much so, that my entire bike check consisted of making sure the bike 
was still there and giving the tires a friemdly little squeeze.

I was calm.The weather appeared to be playing ball. The atmosphere was good. A few quick pics with some 
of the clubmates and then it was time to get it done!



The Swim

I positioned myself relatively near the front of the pack and after a few minutes I was off! The nerves 
disppeared and I found  myself settling into my stroke. The people around me were of similar speed or 
slightly slower so I was in clear water from early on, where I prefer to swim.

About 400m into the swim I felt the familiar kiss of a jellyfish....on my face...this wasnt a good sign. But all 
I could do was keep going and ignore the growing sensation on my face. The water got choppier the further 
out we went but I just kept my effort level steady where I knew I could maintain it for the duration. Once the
first buoy was rounded it started to get easier and before I knew it the exit was in sight. 

I was happy that I had paced the swim well but a glance at my watch at the exit told me I had taken a few 
minutes longer than I would have likedm but not bad, not bad at all.

Thankfully, as one of our members found at at the recce swim, it always pays to have antihistamine cream in
your bag in case of jellies. So after lathering my face with cream it was on with the bike gear and off to do a 
wee bit of climbing.

The Bike

As always happens me in triathlon my heart rate at the start of the cycle was through the roof  and starting 
climbing hills almost immediately didnt exactly help to ease that situation. But I dialled the effort back a 
little and got back to normal after 5 or 10 minutes. Now it was time to put the head down and just do the 
work.

Im not one of this worlds' natural climbers on a bike so there was plenty of people overtaking me but I knew
the only way to come out of the other side of the bike section was to stick to my race plan and not bury 
myself going up the hills.

There was some respite between Kiltiernan and Enniskerry where there is a lovely section of downhill with 
fast corners where I could open the taps a little. One of the few places where being that bit heavier helps!

After that it was all about effort management as we came up to Long Mile Hill (it's not just a clever name) 
Once over the top there was a feed station where you could take on some much needed water. From there 
until Roundwood its pretty rolling so it can be hard to settle into a rhythm. 

After the turn in Roundwood its pretty much all uphill to the Sally Gap, including the double whammy of 
Luggala. To my delight I realised that the wind was in EXACTLY the wrong direction and would be making 
the climbing even harder. Yay! Still, not much I could do about it.

So head down and keep the pedals turning. At this point the gentle stream of people overtaking me turned 
into a torrent but I wasnt bothered. I knew I couldnt climb any faster even if I wanted to.I'm just not built for
it. The closer we got to Sally Gap the more the weather closed in. At the crossroads we were basically in the 
clouds and visibility was poor, compounded by the fact that the drop in temperature was causing the inside 
of my visor to fog, while droplets of moisture covered the outside. I found an angle where I could just see 
out a gap between the helmet and visor and just plowed on.

 There is a descent from Kippure down  past the lakes that Ive never been comfortable on and I was 
seriously considering just pegging the visor in a ditch so that I could at least see where I was going. But, 
Ireland being Ireland, the weather improved just enough that the visor cleared and I could see the road ahead
of me. Just in time too as this was the section where I started to see more than one cyclist in the ditch.

 I got through the descent in one piece and then it was over the top of the Featherbeds and on to a lovely 
section of Military road where the the surface is good, the grade is gently downhill and the bends are 
sweeping. Heaven. 

One sharp bed at the viewing point then another bit of nice downhill to the bottom of the last proper climb of
the day through Tibradden Woods. Once this was behind me I knew that if I was going to make any time 
gains on the people who passed me going up the hills it was going to be in these last 20km.



So it was head down, make myself as small as possible on the bike and absolutely leather it back to DL. It is 
at times like these that doing recon rides of a bike course pay off. I knew where I could power through a 
corner or where I needed to be conservative.As I approached DL I eased off and tried to relax the legs for the
run. 

I racked the bike and jogged gently back to the tent. Legs felt fine. Then I bent over to take my bike shoes 
off which was waaaaaaaay harder than it should have been. Legs started to feel tight . Uh-oh.

The Run

I jogged gingerly out of the tent being super-careful. The legs didnt feel too bad. Just the usual discomfort 
straight off the bike. Yea, thats all it was. 

A quick stop at the feed station for water and then it was down to the business of running. After a few 
hundred meters there was the explosion of orange and noise that was 3D Corner. Getting that cheer really 
lifted me and I felt confident that the run would be ok, not spectacular, but ok.

I was wrong.

At almost exactly 1km from the start both sets of quads decided that they were having none of this nonsense 
and cramped,. In stereo. I tried to stretch it out but that just caused my hamstrings to threaten to join the fight
against all the work they were being asked to do. I was beginning to thinkmy leg muscles had unionised and 
were on a work-to-rule protest. So there was nothing for it but to walk it off. 

After 100m things started to improve so I broke into something that could best be descirbed as a vigorous 
shuffle. This lasted for a full 2k before the quads went again. From here on it was an absolute masterclass in 
walk-run-walk-run. The run sections never lasting more than 300m at a time. The only thing I was certain of 
during the next 18km of torture was that there was no way in hell I was going to walk past 3D corner. No 
matter how much it hurt. So if you were there and wondered why I wasnt exactly chirpy , thats why. But I 
heard every cheer and appreciated them all. I even forced a smile and a cheesy pose when Eoin pointed a 
camera at me.

All through this the crowd was amazing. Ironman alway print your first name on your race number so all the
way around the course I had total strangers screaming my name and urging me to keep going, the effect of 
this cant be underestimated. 

Surprisingly the second lap felt shorter than the first and the third shorter again, even though my pace was 
getting slower. Probably because I knew I was one step closer to the finish every time I moved my 
uncooperative legs. Equally surprising was the fact that my calf, which is the one thing I was worried about 
pre-race, was absolutely fine for the duration. 100% ok. Go figure.

Finally I reached the end of lap three and walked up the ramp to the beginning of the finishing straight. 
Whatever little was left in my legs was being kept for that red carpet. I broke into a light jog as I rounded the
corner and saw the arch. All thoughts of pain and cramp disappeared and I actually managed something that 
closely resembled a proper run for that last 100m and crossed the lines, arms aloft like I'd  just won the 
Olympics. Having that medal placed around my neck was a sweet sweet feeling. Anyone who got one that 
day fought hard for it.



The Aftermath

Im one of those people who checks their time and data almost as soon as I cross the finish line, but I was so 
glad to just have crossed the line that I was sitting in the recovery tent eating pasta before I even thought to 
check.

7 hours 19 minutes

I was hoping to do it in under 7 but once the legs went that was never going to happen. I wasn't disappointed
for even a second. There was only ever one real goal. To finish. Job done.

The Lessons Learned

I will probably always wonder what caused those cramps. I was well hydrated so it wasnt that. Did I 
overcook it on the downhill? Was it the time lost from running training due to the issues with my calf 7 
weeks out? Am I just not built to run? My best theory is that it was all of the above but I reckon the single 
biggest factor was that I wasnt doing proper strength and conditioning in the two months prior to the race. A 
rookie move.

I learned how valuable familiarising yourself with a tricky course can be, regardless of distance. I would say 
there were plenty of visitors who underestimated how unforgiving the climbs were and others who did the 
same for the downhills.

I learned how valuable a proper training plan is.

I learned that the most bland pasta in the world tastes mind-blowingly good after 110km. Ditto for flat cola.

I learned that the gains people talk about that can be made on a turbo are real. Seriously. It's worth it.

I learned that , when racing, you cant refuse the offer of a high five from a small child, no matter how much 
you hurt.

I learned that if a hill has a name , it's not because it's easy to climb.

I learned that you feel no pain on the finishing straight.

Now all I have to do is figure out what to do with all this spare time. Think I'll start by having another beer

The End...?
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